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Editor’s Note
Transcendence
Transcendence is usually defined as an experience of feeling connected to something bigger than
ourselves, an experience of belonging to something much bigger. Transcendence contrasts with
immanence. Whereas through transcendence, humans may experience a being beyond the
physical realm, in immanence the divine actually may become physical. Transcendence is a
subjective experience and immanence compels a belief. An example of immanence would be
God manifesting in physical reality through Jesus, or magical and spiritual attributes to sacred
mountains and volcanos. Immanence and transcendence can also be related. For instance, a
person may transcend in the presence of a religious or immanent object such as sacred image, a
relic, or a sacred site of some short. There are several paths to transcendence such as meditation,
prayer and psychedelics. In these, a person may experience an altered state of consciousness
involving out of body experiences, trance or dissociation. Transcendental experiences might
become among the most meaningful experiences a human being can go through. A
transcendental experience may enhance well being and a feeling of interconnectedness. It may
relieve existential anxiety and hopeless nihilism.

In life, humans attempt to find meaning through an ethos, a system of beliefs. Each culture or
tribe may have a different one. However, all of them may have transcendence as a common
denominator. Through transcendence we may connect to our past and project ourselves into the
future. We may gain insight on the futility and fragility of our existence. At the same time,
transcendence allows us to feel connected. Feeling connected decreases negative emotions such
as envy or aggression and expands empathy. When we feel connected we may find life
meaningful. Nonetheless we must be aware of dogmatic ontologies. A person could potentially
transcend by embracing a dogmatic ontology. However, at the same time, the assimilation of a
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dogma may create a feeling of being different from others who don’t embrace the same dogma. A
rigid dogmatic ontology can compromise empathy with other who don’t embrace the same
dogma and challenge universal transcendence. Universal transcendence embraces the idea that
despite having different religions and ideas, all humans may transcend in the same way.
Universal transcendence is inclusive and expands empathy among all human beings.

Self-transcendence is our ability to look back at the narratives of our lives seeing meaning and
opportunities for humanistic growth. In self-transcendence, we experience meaning even from all
events in our lives including obstacles and low moments. It promotes integrity versus despair.
The degree in which a person can self -transcend may vary. Research shows that those who have
a higher ability to self-transcend have a higher sense of well being. Self-transcendence however
can be enhanced by practicing. Existentially speaking, humans have a subjective perception of
freedom. Despite the infinite conscious and unconscious deterministic limitations of our
freedom, our subjective reality doesn’t stop us from attempting to find meaning in our lives.
Even in the most apparently insignificant moment, we may find an opportunity to learn and
grow. In order to enhance global empathy, let’s first become models and practice selftranscendence. That might be the key to expand universal transcendence in this world.

Fernando Espí Forcén
fespiforcen@gmail.com
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Icons of Psychiatry
Alex Grey and Psychedelic
Transcendence
Fernando Espí Forcén, M.D., Ph.D., Department of Psychiatry, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston
Email: fespiforcen@gmail.com

Alex Velzy was born in Columbus, Ohio in 1953. At
the age of 12, he made a school science project on
LSD and the mind-expanding ideas of Timothy Leary.
He became an artist at the College of Art in Columbus.
During a psychedelic trip on LSD, he understood that
all poles are connected by different shades of grey.
That inspired him to change his last name to Grey.
After college, he moved to Boston to work at Harvard
Medical School preparing cadavers for dissection by
medical students. There, he also became an anatomy
illustrator. While living in Boston he made a number
of artistic performances and installations about vital
force and energy. Combining his experiences with

Praying by Alex Grey

psychedelics and his experience as an anatomy
illustrator, he created an art that reflects on the physical
and the spiritual aspects of existence. His visual art is often referred as an example of
psychedelic realism and a clinical approach to cosmic consciousness. Aesthetically, he mixes
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anatomical perfectionism with mystical images representing the two poles of the human
experience that together form the grey.

Aura Bore Us

Birth
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The visionary origin of language

DMT the spirit molecule

Images: alexgrey.com
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Articles
The Transcendental Pyramid
George P. Zimmar, Ph.D., Department of Psychology, Pace University, Pleasantville, NY
Email: gzimmar@pace.edu

The quest for self-improvement is an enduring human motive, as attested by the legion of
popular self-help books, courses, videos, and schemes that offer the consumer a way of
unlocking the power of his or her true persona. The promise of finding the elixir of selfimprovement is the basis of such pursuits. Whether Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and
Influence People, the classic self-help book, or Jordan Peterson’s most engaging You Tube
lectures on self-improvement, these products tap into a powerful desire to transcend one’s
prosaic existence.

Perhaps there is potential within us that when actualized will reveal our

“noble” self, which Jean Jacques Rousseau suggested was the true nature of humans.
Third Force
Psychologists rejoining to the mechanistic postulates of behaviorism and negative determinism
of psychoanalysis turned to humanism as a positive third force in the behavioral sciences.
Abraham Maslow did not originate humanistic psychology but was very much present in
formulating its principles. In childhood, Maslow saw himself as a shy, depressed, lonely, selfreflective neurotic. Impelled by these inadequacies, he majored in psychology in college and
took his doctorate with the famous comparative psychologist, Harry Harlow. As a university
professor in pre-World War II days, Maslow found himself in the presence of eminences such as
Alfred Adler, Ruth Benedict, Viktor Frankl, and Kurt Goldstein, whom he embraced in collegial
friendship.
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Other than Pavlov’s dog in harness, no image is more palpable in psychology books than
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs pyramid. As a guide to explaining motivation, it is omnipresent in
management, education, sociology, marketing, politics, and ethics textbooks and resources. The
hierarchy of needs is both an icon of motivation and a representation of human development.
Drawing on his work with Harry Harlow on the sexuality and dominance in primates and his
close friendships with psychoanalysts Alfred Adler and Kurt Goldstein, Maslow assembled a
catalog of human motivation that had five tiers (Maslow, 1943). At the pyramid’s base lies an
instinctive inner core that serves the basic needs of hunger, thirst, contact comfort, and sex—
needs that remain in the individual throughout the lifespan.
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Maslow was not a biological determinist, but he saw the base as composed of a kind of
biological raw material. When this material is nurtured by the family and allowed to develop
within a cultural environment that encourages the process of self-discovery, it can provide an
organismic potential for growth.
There follows a tier of safety and security needs that prompt the individual to seek pleasure and
avoid pain. The next tier recognizes the need to belong, to give and receive love, to affiliate with
others and gain their acceptance. This is followed by a tier of esteem needs to achieve, be
competent, gain recognition, and excel. At the top of the pyramid is the transcendent need of
self-actualization. This Maslow (1943) saw as the need for self-fulfillment and the realization of
one’s potential. But then, self-actualization became something more.
Self-Actualizers
When he first proposed the Hierarchy of Needs, Maslow may have felt that the first four tiers
covered the bulk of humanity’s basic and psychological needs.

After all, when survival,

attachment, and esteem needs are met, what more could one want or need?

In his initial

formulations of the theory, Maslow (1954) felt that very few individuals actually achieve selfactualization. Abraham Lincoln, Albert Einstein, Mohandas Gandhi, and Eleanor Roosevelt came
to mind, but few others. Based on his interviews and biographies of colleagues who had escaped
from Nazi Germany, Maslow selected them, and included himself, as self-actualizers.
Paradoxically, but understandably, it is unlikely that he considered Adolf Hitler a self-actualizer.
Only saints need apply. A criticism of needs hierarchy theory is the small sample of selfactualizer elites in the theory. However, as the humanistic psychology movement expanded, so
did the construction of self-actualization.
Constructionism
Like the genetic epistemologist Jean Piaget, Maslow and the humanistic psychology leaders were
constructionists.

With an emphasis on learning, constructionists placed prominence on the

environment rather than inborn nature in describing human knowledge. Knowledge is built,
layer upon layer, on previous knowledge. People learn to learn, which involves constructing
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systems of meaning. Learning is an active process that encompasses the need to engage in the
world. Moreover, learning is a social activity—contextual, and personal. In Piaget’s (1972)
words,
The principal goal of education in the schools should be creating men and women who
are capable of doing new things, not simply repeating what other generations have done;
men and women who are creative, inventive and discoverers, who can be critical and
verify, and not accept, everything they are offered.
In essence we construct our world; reality itself is a construction.
At the pinnacle of the hierarchy of needs, self-actualization stands as the high point of personal
development. Self-actualizers desire to fully expand their potential and seek to satisfy a deep
curiosity about life’s meaning through a process of self- discovery and peak experiences. The
transcendental need to experience cosmic mysteries through moments of intense bliss and
intuitive comprehension is called “the oceanic experience.” Late in his life, Maslow (1962)
expanded self-actualization to include cognitive and aesthetic needs and established
transcendental psychology to further explore human development.

Needs Democratized
Gradually, the needs hierarchy theory (NHT) democratized and spread to cultural institutions
such as commerce and education, as well as to the public in their quest to become the best
version of themselves. Workplace applications of the NHT call for a clean, well-lighted
workspace, with healthcare, dining facilities, and rest and recreational facilities.

Safety of

employees becomes a necessity; even the Federal Government has created the Office of Safety,
Health Agency, (OSHA) to ensure employee health and safety in the workplace. It is not always
easy to for those in a large company to feel they belong. Organizations that value social contact
among employees host social events so that employees get to know one another, in the
expectation that increases in productivity will result. Esteem resulting from the recognition of
work well done leads to advancement and increased responsibility (Kaur, 2013). A company can
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foster self-actualization by maximizing employees’ potential for work and encouraging out-ofthe-box creative solutions to work problems.
Applications of NHT in the classroom thrive throughout the spectrum of grade levels, from
elementary school through college (Kurs, 2021). Federal programs provide free food to poor
children so that basic nutrition standards for all pupils are met. The safety needs of children in
and around the school are seen to by crossing guards, monitors, security staff, and school safety
programs. If a child arrives at school with cuts or bruises, school personnel are required to report
such instances to the authorities. Love and belonging needs are encouraged by the sensitive
teacher, who arranges seating in question-and-answer dialogues so that the shy or withdrawn
student has the opportunity to engage with others. For holidays, teachers request that each pupil
send a greeting card to all the other children in the class. Esteem needs are met with sincere
compliments for work well done—and even not so well done—and affirmation from teachers
and peers. Are the students reaching their full potential and utilizing their strength to achieve
self-actualization?
As is evident, most applications of the hierarchy model to the workplace and school settings are
products for consumption of the feel-good culture that the humanist psychologists and others
have advanced.

The applications are two-edged. Creating an overused employee rest and

recreation center may lessen workplace motivation and diminish company performance. Social
events among employees may result in inappropriate liaisons that damage company harmony.
There is the risk that the self-actualizer will leave the firm and create a start-up in competition
with the former employer. Criticisms of the research base of NHT in biographies and interviews
have followed Maslow to the grave and continue to this day
Criticism
The critiques take several forms:

validity of the hierarchy, confinement of sexuality as a

biological drive in the first tier, and neglect of collective societies.
In their extensive review of research on Maslow’s theory, Wahba and Birdwell (1976) found little
evidence for the validity of Maslow’s hierarchy. The authors stated: “Maslow’s Need Hierarchy
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Theory has received little clear or consistent support from the available research findings. Some
of Maslow’s propositions have been totally rejected, while others have received mixed and
questionable support at best. The theory in their view ‘is almost non testable’ because clear
operational definitions of each need construct are lacking, but mainly because it is difficult to
measure the relative satisfaction of needs and the precise extent to which a need must be satisfied
before the next need emerges, or even what a need is: Is it psychological and/or physiological?
These issues question the validity of the theory.
The placement of sexuality also poses a problem for the theory. Sexuality is firmly assigned to
the first tier as a physiological need like hunger, thirst, and breathing.

W.B. Cannon’s The

Wisdom of the Body most likely served as the evidence that sexuality was merely a biological
drive (Cannon, 1932). What this placement ignores is the importance of sexuality in bonding
between parent and child, loving relationships, and significantly, the role of sexuality in
creativity and aesthetics.
Recent critics of Maslow’s pyramid, in which self-actualization is placed at the top as the highest
need, are seen as ethnocentric. According to Geert Hofstede (2016), Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs fails to illustrate and expand upon the difference between the social and intellectual needs
of those raised in individualistic societies and those raised in collectivist societies. Individualist
societies value the contributions of individuals, whereas collectivist society value the
contribution of the group. While this criticism of self-actualization has merit in contemporary
society, the theory was developed in an era when psychology was based on the individual, and
the sociology, a separate discipline, of studied groups. However, any judgment of Maslow’s
needs hierarchy pyramid must also consider the exclusion of religion from the theory.
Religion
Human beings, Maslow believed, need something beyond themselves that they are connected to
in a naturalistic sense, but not in a religious sense. As an atheist, Maslow found it anathema to
accept religious experience as valid. Religion (ligare, to bind, Latin) has no mention in needs
hierarchy theory except in the crude sense of spirituality. Throughout human history, religious
motives and beliefs have bound man to God and to his fellow man; yet Maslow, the
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constructionist, built his own knowledge of religion. This shy, depressed, lonely, self-reflective,
neurotic boy had little use for Yahweh, who was omnipotent, omnipresent, and all loving.
Instead, he threw himself at the feet of strong and collegial Jewish scholars for direction. As a
matter of fact, Kurt Goldstein had come up with self-actualization, which Maslow introduced in
his 1943 Psychological Review paper. If you believe in the power of spiritual transcendence, yet
do not believe in the source of spirituality, you believe in yourself. To echo the words, of St.
Augustine, if you believe what you like in the Gospels and reject what you don’t like, it is not the
Gospel you believe but yourself. As with much in psychology as a discipline, the study of human
motivation has become a celebration of self.

Summary
Maslow’s construction of needs hierarchy theory established an alternative understanding of
motivation from behaviorism and psychoanalysis, and charted a course toward humanistic
psychology. The needs consist of physiological, safety, belongingness, esteem, and the unique
need of self-actualization, which stands at the peak of personal development. While extensive
reviews of Maslow’s theory found little evidence for its validity, nonetheless, it enjoys wide
acceptance in pedagogy and among the public.
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The Production Of Hysteria
Through Photography
Kayla Schmittau, M.D. Candidate, Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL
Email: kayla_schmittau@rush.edu

Today, the term “hysterical” denotes that a subject is affected by uncontrolled, extreme emotions
or demonstrates exaggerated reactions (Oxford). This understanding relates back to historical
ideas regarding hysteria, an obsolete disease which bears a rich history of evolving
characteristics and etiologies. Characteristics that remained constant throughout a majority of its
history, however, include that hysteria solely affects women, and manifests as lack of control
over one’s bodily movements and emotions. The work of Jean-Martin Charcot, a prominent
French neurologist, and his colleagues served to construct a well-defined characterization of the
disease’s clinical manifestations. Through use of photography at the Salpêtrière Hospital,
Charcot’s work produced an iconography of hysteria that he declared was universal for all races
and countries. Through a close examination of photographs from Iconographie photographique
de la Salpêtrière produced from 1877-1880 in France, I seek to explore how the seeminglyobjective medium of photography contributed to the construction of hysteria as a disease through
manipulation by Charcot and his colleagues.
In its early history, hysteria was considered to have originated from a migratory uterus, or
“hysteron” in Greek. In the 5th century B.C., Hippocrates postulated that an inadequate sexual
life deprived women of the opportunity to widen their bodily canals to expel poisonous, stagnant
humors from their womb (3). The dissatisfied uterus was believed to restlessly travel the entire
body, causing the diverse set of symptoms across the body, including muscle spasms,
convulsions, hallucinations, and even difficulty breathing if the uterus blocked respiratory
airways. As a result, hysteria was identified as a women’s disease, to which widows, virgins,
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single or sterile women were especially susceptible. Cures for the disease consisted of genital
stimulation through horse riding, dancing, and marriage in particular (10).
In the 13th century, St. Thomas Aquinas’ Summa Theologica reinforced the assertion that women
were inferior to men as a consequence of sin (3). He also claimed that some women contracted
agreements with demons, and that eye contact with them would constitute interaction with these
demons. This shaped the mainstream view that women were both physically and theologically
inferior, and forged the idea of a woman-witch which likely primed the perception of hysterical
women in the Late Middle Ages.
During the Late Middle Ages, the convulsions experienced by women with hysteria were
considered to be expressions of sexual pleasure (5). As such, women with the disease were seen
as sexual, and thus sinful and available for possession by the devil. Demonic possession would
convert these hysterical women into witches, who would thus be subjected to societal
ostracization, exorcism, and persecution by the Catholic Church. Further, symptoms that could
not be easily diagnosed by a physician were attributed to the devil at this time (3). Due to the
unexplainable nature of its symptoms, hysteria was deemed a manifestation of the devil’s work.
The 17th century shifted the understanding of hysteria from being a result of women’s inferior,
sinful, and demonic nature to having an etiology within the central nervous system by the work
of English physicians, Thomas Willis and Thomas Sydenham. Willis proposed that hysteria
resulted from excess animal spirits that were carried throughout the body by nerves (3).
Sydenham published a treatise on hysteria that stated it affected both men and women, and could
take multiple forms. Collectively, the work of Willis and Sydenham altered the perception that
hysteria originated from the uterus (5). Despite this and the explicit declaration that men could
also be diagnosed with it, hysteria largely remained a women’s disease in the public’s perception.
This is evidenced by the practice of women to carry smelling salts in their purses, even until the
Victorian Age (3). This was founded on the belief that these strongly unpleasant odors would
force the wandering womb to return to its place, in the event of strong emotional arousal. With
the uterus in place, the women believed they would be able to return to a stabilized state.
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Hysteria was frequently considered a result from overstimulation, especially by engagement with
intellectual activities that overextended women past their perceived abilities. Mental breakdowns
experienced by these women were treated by the rest cure or asylum institutionalization in the
19th century, restoring women to their restricted roles and behavior within society.
An extensive study of hysteria occurred in the late 19th century at the Salpêtrière Hospital under
the direction of Jean-Martin Charcot, who became chair of the hospital’s department of nervous
system diseases (5). Notably, other French physicians believed the clinical manifestation of
hysteria was a performance by its patients. The patterns of hysterical symptoms were not
consistent with their specialized knowledge regarding neurological connections with the body,
and were thus believed to be neuroanatomical impossibilities (1). However, Charcot starkly
defended hysteria as an organic disease arising from the degeneration of the nervous system. His
status as the most preeminent neurologist of his time served to authenticate his claims over any
dissent, as he had contributed the most to the foundations of the emerging specialty, including
work characterizing multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and Parkinson’s disease.
When failing to locate anatomical evidence of hysteria through dissection, however, Charcot
used his large set of hysterical patients to structure the disease by clinical presentation. He did so
through photography, which was seen as the “true retina” of the scientist (4, 7).
Photography in the late 19th century was considered an objective, accurate medium for recording
reality (7). This understanding stemmed from contemporary uses that were deemed reliable, such
as Charles Darwin’s The Expression of Emotions in Man and Animals (1872) (4). Through
photography, Darwin alleged to catalogue the human races, introducing that photography can be
used to discover, record, and disseminate scientific knowledge. Photography represented an
opportunity to record reality transparently and precisely in a manner that excluded human
subjectivity, perceived as a “message without a code,” or a depiction without manipulation by its
photographer (9). This objective nature seemed especially apparent when compared to more
artistic forms of representation, such as painting or drawing, which relied heavily on artists’
decisions and skills in an apparent way. Further, photography was believed to capture every
aspect of a camera’s visual field, thus making it a comprehensive record of the appearance of its
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subject (7). As a result of these perceptions, viewers believed photography provided them with
the ability to virtually observe a subject themselves with unprecedented objectivity.
It is with this trust in photography that photographs from the Salpêtrière Hospital were received
by the those in the public and medical spheres. Photography had become a prominent component
of daily practices at the hospital in 1875 as a result of the installation of a photography studio and
a large amphitheater, using funding obtained by Desire Bourneville, Charcot’s assistant and the
budget commissioner for the Assistance Publique (2). In a collaboration between Charcot,
Bourneville, and photographers including Paul Regnard, the Iconographie photographique de la
Salpêtrière (1887-1880) volumes were produced. These collection of photographs documented
hysterical attacks within the Salpêtrière Hospital, with the stated purpose of capturing the
physical manifestations of hysteria to help other clinicians identify its symptoms and stages of
attacks in accordance with Charcot’s characterization.
In the three volumes of Iconographies, Charcot used photography to format his vision of hysteria
into four stages that he declared were universally characteristic of all hysterical cases.
In the second and third volumes, short descriptions or patient case histories were included to
contextualize the photographs and direct their interpretation, by the work of Bourneville. These
Iconographies were widely circulated and spread the Charcotian vision of hysteria to shape
public perception throughout France (1). Notably, this circulation allowed Charcot to spread his
characterization of hysteria to those who did not attend his Tuesday Lectures, or hysterical
demonstrations in the hospital’s amphitheater. Although it was claimed that these images
intended to objectively demonstrate the clinical manifestation of hysteria, investigation into the
photographic practices employed at the Salpêtrière Hospital reveal the manufactured, posed
nature of these images (1, 4, 7). Through Charcot’s authority as a preeminent neurologist and the
perception of photography as an objective medium, Charcot constructed the understanding of
hysteria using photographs as evidence that hysteria and his vision of it were both legitimate.
Charcot strongly insisted on his characterization of hysterical stages, repeatedly emphasizing that
the hysterical fit is never arbitrary but strictly abides by the rules, or the clinical progression
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Charcot had outlined through photographs, and is consistently the same universally and
throughout history (1). Charcot exclaimed that the ultimate exemplar of hysteria and its clinical
manifestation was Augustine Gleizes, a 15-year-old girl who entered the Salpêtrière Hospital for
convulsive attacks and paralysis that shifted from the left to right side of her body (2). At 13
years old, Augustine endured the traumatic experience of being threatened with a razor blade and
raped by Mr. C, her parents’ employer with whom she had been living. Augustine’s first
hysterical convulsion occurred a few days after this event, and then daily for the following six
weeks. Augustine’s hysterical fits progressed to become more frequent and debilitating, at which
point she became admitted to the Salpêtrière soon after. She became the most photographed
hysterical patient, appearing 22 times in the three volumes of Iconographies. Photographs of
Augustine represented the ultimate demonstration of hysteria that Charcot had tried to
disseminate, which is reflected by his referring to her as a “very regular, very classical example”
(7).
The Iconographies used Augustine to exemplify the stages of the attack. Within included
descriptions, Bourneville stated that Augustine’s attacks ideally exemplified that of all of the
hysterical patients Charcot had encountered, encompassing the full range of symptoms as well as
the characteristic sequence of stages that Charcot had identified. These photographical
presentations of her attacks were deemed believable and accurate primarily due to two reasons.
Firstly and most influentially, the medium of photography used was deemed a neutral, objective
mode of recording observations, especially for scientific knowledge as discussed previously.
These images were thus considered an instantaneous documentation of a hysterical patient
amidst an attack. Bourneville emphasized the accuracy of these photographs, claiming, “For
here, by grace of Photography, is Augustine, as if in person” (7). Secondly, Augustine’s young
age evoked perceptions of honesty associated with youth. Historians remark on the fact that her
age made it seem unlikely that she would fraudulently imitate the disease’s symptoms, or be
sufficiently cunning to do so in a believable manner (7).
This concept regarding the appearance of Augustine as a subject who would not fraudulently
imitate hysteria can be observed in Figure 1, a photograph entitled “Hystero- Epilepsy: Normal
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State” appearing in Volume 2 of Iconographies. In this photograph intended to present the
normal state of a hysteric not experiencing an attack, Augustine appears to be well- dressed with
neatly-styled hair. Her body language and facial expression are both composed and calm, and she
engages in eye contact with the camera while slightly smiling. This humanized expression is
unique when compared to that of other hysterics photographed in their “normal” state, which
typically include modest side glances or vacant stares ahead (2). Notably, this photograph is
accompanied by Bourneville’s positive description of Augustine as “intelligent, affectionate,
impressionable, and capricious” when in her “normal” state (8). Collectively, the pleasant
presentation and accompanying description portray Augustine as a trustworthy subject in her
“normal” state, likely increasing the credibility of the idea that her subsequent photographed
attack is legitimate, rather than imitated. Through having a seemingly trustworthy subject and
objective medium, the large set of photographs of Augustine’s attacks were trustingly received as
transparent documentation, and particularly paid attention to once Charcot labeled them a
classical example. As such, the photographs of the stages of her attack were able to serve as not
only exemplification, but also objective proof, of hysteria and of Charcot’s characterization of it.
The method that was employed in Iconographies to construct a characterization of hysterical
symptoms can be observed in the photographs of Augustine during the onset and stages of her
attack. Both Figures 2 and 3 present Augustine during the attack’s onset, engaging in a cry. In
Figure 2, the calm, collected nature of Figure 1 has completely dissipated, demonstrating the loss
of control or composure during an attack. Augustine appears to be overwhelmed by her scream,
with her mouth stretched as open as possible and her arms thrust backwards. The humanizing
aspects of Figure 1 have also disappeared, as Augustine is now clothed in a hospital gown, rather
than her own dress, and is laying down in a hospital bed, as opposed to sitting upright in a
controlled manner and engaging in eye contact with the camera. These features are similarly
present in Figure 3, which additionally presents Augustine’s tongue protruding from her mouth in
an animalistic fashion. This photograph allows greater visualization of the hospital bed and
sheets, reinforcing her patient status, as well as of her messy, ungroomed hair. Consistent with
the photographs that would follow of the remainder of the attack, the juxtaposition of these
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images to Figure 1 starkly characterizes a hysteric attack as a loss of control and typical features
of humanity, such as the ability to engage in eye contact.
Through using photographs of Augustine, the second and third volumes of the Iconographies
further characterized hysteria through demonstrating the progression of hysteric stages. In
Charcot’s vision, the four stages of the “great hysterical attack” could be organized from the
collection of diverse symptoms that included spasms, convulsions, loss of consciousness,
epileptic-like events, catalepsis (muscular rigidity), ecstasies, comas, lethargies, and deliria (7).
The four sequential stages included the epileptoid stage, during which the body became rigid and
experienced convulsions; the clownism stage, which included grand contortions (such as the arcen-cercle position of extreme back arching), violent bodily throwing, and rapid flexions of the
upper body; the “passionate attitudes” stage, which included throes of erotic ecstasy,
hallucinations, and emotional expression by gestures, rather than by the higher form of
expression by language; and the deliria stage of hallucinations and delusions (1,6). Photographs
of Augustine’s “passionate attitudes” were particularly famous due to their high quality and
delicate balance between being erotic and chaste in representation.
In Figure 4, which depicts an auditory hallucination occurring during this stage of “passionate
attitudes,” Augustine has a focused expression in which her eyes appear slightly shocked. Her
hair falls loosely on her shoulders, one of which appears to be bare from the slip of the hospital
gown. As such, she appears disheveled and engaged in the hallucination. Similarly to Figures
1-3, Bourneville provided a short description to direct the viewers’ understanding of the contents
of the photograph. In doing so, under the direction of Charcot, Bourneville allowed for a strong
characterization of hysteria to develop throughout the photographs. In regards to this photograph
and others presenting Augustine’s hallucinations, Bourneville provided extensive case histories
that recounted explicit details that were revealed during episodes, such as those involving her
experiences with rape and love affairs (2).
The photograph of Augustine in her fit of ecstasy characterizes hysterical attacks as a large
fluctuation in emotions, as is reflected in Figure 5. In this photograph, Augustine exhibits an
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eerie smile while throwing her hands in the air, as if in a blissful state. This depiction reveals
much of her skin, as her leg protrudes from her hospital gown. Although historians consider this
to be an expression of spiritual, not carnal, bliss, an erotic element is introduced to this
photograph as a result of this exposure (2). In addition to loss of control over emotions, hysteria
is further characterized as a loss of control over one’s sanity, as is presented in Figure 6. In this
photograph, Augustine is overcome with delirium, during which her eyes have become especially
wide and her facial expression appears crazed. Similarly to Figures 1-4, these photographs were
also accompanied by short descriptions, as were the rest that presented each stage of hysteria.
Such depictions Through reporting the symptoms and stages of hysteria through photography, the
Iconographies appeared to offer a convincing, objective view of the entirety of the disease’s
clinical manifestations. Through including descriptions and case histories along with the
photographs, the volumes directed the viewers’ interpretation of the images to comprehensively
construct the disease’s characterization for the public and medical viewers. However,
information regarding the photographic and clinical practices at the Salpêtrière challenge the
objectivity of the photographs within Iconographies (2, 7).
Notably, Bourneville’s descriptions were written separately from Regnard’s photography, and
paired to the photographs afterwards upon Charcot’s request to more fully present the attack (2).
As such, historians have questioned the accuracy and objectivity of the descriptions that
contributed to the photographs’ perception. In one example, historians remark that Bourneville
altered his reporting of Augustine’s epileptoid stage because it clinically resembled an episode of
a true epileptic, rather than a hysteric (2).
In addition to suspicion regarding the descriptions, the photographic practices were similarly
concerning. Figures 2-5 were taken in the Salpêtrière’s photographic studio, as opposed to within
Augustine’s own bed in which a natural attack would have occurred (2). The studio used wet
collodion process with a three-second exposure time, which implies that Augustine had to be still
during the attack’s movements to produce the clear, non-blurry image in these figures. Figure 6
exemplifies this blurriness upon movement as a contrasting example, thus suggesting the other
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photographs may have been posed. Further, some photographs, such as Figure 7, exhibit a
deliberately staged quality through incorporating precise centering of the subject in the image, as
well as straight horizontal framing by the bars. Despite the lamps and screens available in the
studio, the photographs remain dark in what historians identify as an effort to make the hysterics
look scarier and more mad (7).
Concerns regarding integrity and objectivity of the photographs extend to patient and clinician
contributions as well. The patients were bribed to present hysterical performances to
photography by threatening refusal with transfer to an alienated division of the institution (7).
Through observations of the posed nature of photographs and the constructed manner of patients’
speech reported in the descriptions, historians have suggested that these photographs may
include deliberate performances. For example, Augustine’s accounts of her rape include switches
between reliving the experience as if in the moment, and then speaking to an audience (2).
Moreover, patients were often given precipitants, such as alcohol, morphine, or ether, to provoke
the symptoms that would be photographed. Augustine became addicted to ether, which she was
given to recount details of her rapes and loves, once resulting in 17 epileptoid attacks in one hour
(7). Other precipitants even included the camera flash, which would provoke a cataleptic state in
Augustine, as presented in Figure 8. In this state, clinicians could bend her body in any desired
way. As historians have stated, interventions by such precipitants do not serve as a mode of
passive documentation, but rather active creation of symptoms, as they represented
progressively-worsening reactions to extreme conditions as opposed to the natural state of
hysteria (2).
Through the medium of photography and Bourneville’s descriptions, the Iconographies
supported hysteria and Charcot’s characterization of it with much seemingly-objective, accurate
evidence. However, closer investigation into the practices involved in photographic production
reveal that the Charcotian vision of hysteria was manufactured with much subjectivity from
photographic choices, clinician intervention, and patient bribery. The suggestion that patients’
conditions were misrepresented by Charcot is perhaps best supported by the fact that, by the end
of her stay, Augustine could no longer be hypnotized. In consideration of the fact that she was
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not given effective treatment to be cured, this invalidates one of Charcot’s largest diagnostic
criteria for hysteria -- that hysterics are diagnosed by their ability to be hypnotized.
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Figure 1. Paul Regnard, Hystero-Epilepsy: Normal State, 1878.
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Figure 2. Paul Regnard, Onset of the Attack: Cry, 1878.
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Cinema and Psychiatry
The Common Schism: Floating In
Space And Time In Candyman (1992)
Rida Khan, M.D. Candidate, Alfaisal University College of Medicine, Riyadh, Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia
Email: ridakn24@gmail.com

Helen Lyle is the stable, intrepid protagonist
of Candyman (1992). She is a woman, a
graduate student with short orange hair and
often seen wielding an old school cool 35mm
film camera. She is studying urban myths and
the legend of one serial killing Candyman; she
is sure that there is no Candyman, and urban
myths are cryptically referred to in the film as
being an “unselfconscious reflection of
society’s fears”. The elusive nature of the
problem alludes to mental illness and deeper
functions of the mind, and sure enough,
schizophrenia plays a major role in the plot
and takes over the story half way entirely.
Sensational as that may sound, Candyman
(1992) is one rare piece of media that portrays
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mental illness intelligently. The prime schizophrenic in the movie is Helen, and she is our friend.
We are her only friend.
Helen starts off as a stable, happy person with a stable, happily married life, newly moved into a
comfortable apartment with a pleasant view of the city. She is strong-willed and energetic,
dedicated, fearless and convinced. She is firmly grounded in 90’s Chicago’s present, acutely
aware of urbanization and gentrification, metropolitan divides, modern segregation and racial
tensions. She is exquisitely oriented to time, place, culture and person. She learns that Candyman
was a real man in civil war times who was lynched after falling in love with a white woman.
Helen while researching this myth falls for him, but he remains a myth to her. This is when the
story of Helen’s life becomes unruly. Her mind cracks and her career unfurls; Candyman himself
appears to her, hypnotizes her as she remains resistant to his will to “be his victim”.
Candyman possesses Helen and she becomes the perpetrator of a deadly, comic, repetitive crime.
Except she really isn’t the perpetrator. It’s Candyman. Nobody believes her and she’s committed
to a psychiatric hospital and medicated on Thorazine. She never loses her sense of self and we
are on her side; while she rages in fits about the murderer being under her hospital bed, or
floating toward the ceiling of her hospital room, and the nurses rush in to jab her with
Haloperidol, we can see Candyman large as life, just as she can. In placing us by Helen’s side
and showing us exactly what she sees, we are privy to an alternate truth. In following her through
a series of losses, the scenes allow us to experience the loneliness of psychosis. Candyman
(1992) fights stigma at its core, and invites us to consider possibilities that transcend time and
space while never losing touch with the realities on the ground.
There is a thin line between a collective delusion and an individual delusion that becomes
symptomatic and requiring treatment. It is important to be cognizant of cultural ideas when
deciphering delusions. During my psychiatry rotation, the ER doctor called for a consult: “The
patient says that the Day of Judgment will be this Friday. She is psychotic, we need psychiatric
services to see her.” Except in examining the patient and reviewing her case, we found that she
subscribed to a faith where indeed, it is anticipated that any Friday now, the day of Judgment
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would be upon us, which is what made the true nature of the mental aberration more difficult to
decipher.
What happens at the end of Candyman (1992) is that reality itself is shown to be a sham. Her
loving husband is in fact an unfaithful hound. Her apartment’s walls are whitewashed pastel
pink. Candyman is not real. And her bright short orange hair is gone. The thing that remains is
the Chicago urban community, with its rundown buildings and unequal distribution of resources;
and enduringly, the legend remains, and has now taken on the shape of Helen, eternal writing on
the wall and whisper in the classroom, oral history carried on for generations to come.
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Book Reviews
Eros An Anagram Of Rose: A
Book Review
Simon Wein, M.D., Palliative Care, Davidoff Cancer Center, Petach Tikvah, Israel
Email: simonwe@clalit.org.il

Sleeping Eros, bronze, Greek or Roman, (3rd century BCE to early 1st century CE) in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City
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The Author of 'The Rose'
Charles Harness (1915-2005) was a patent lawyer and science fiction writer. He wrote a
significant but modest repertoire of science fiction stories. The Rose, his most acclaimed novella
was initially unable to find a publisher in America and was first published in England. (1)
Harness described the genesis of the story in the Introduction which was actually a moving
memorial to his older brother Billy, who died aged 26 of a brain tumor. He described the utmost
respect and admiration for his older brother, even adulation recalling that Billy was nine years
his senior. Harness dedicated the story 'The Rose' to his brother specifically the main character of
Ruy Jacques. The story-line and themes are based in significant part on the short story 'The Rose
and the Nightingale' by Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) (2)

The story
Although only a novella, Harness manages to fit in a lot of plot and many themes. It is about a
husband (Ruy Jacques, a renaissance humanities man) and his wife, Martha, a scientist working
on a new destructive weapon. The couple are at war with each other about whether art or science
is more virtuous. The counterfoil is Anna van Tuyl, a psychiatrist. Anna and Ruy are a new
subspecies of sapiens – homo superior - which further entangles the battle of science and art.
Throughout the story the rose and the nightingale – Anna or Ruy – dance their fateful love duet
until the tragic denouement.

The ideas
1. Although the idea of Homo superior might sound crass and naïve today, in the 1950s the
significance of Darwinian evolution was still being digested and DNA was discovered by Crick,
Watson and Franklin in the same year, 1953, 'The Rose' was published.
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Maybe as we have evolved in the past 50 years – socially and consciously - we have become
more hard-headed and realistic, dare I say cynical. Critics today of The Rose deride sci-fi ideas
such as telepathy and magical powers. In the 1950s these were fruitful ideas and were taken up
by luminaries such as Isaac Asimov in his Foundation series and John Wyndham in the
Chrysalids. I think they have stood the test of time. I re-read The Chrysalids annually and
secretly would love to have the power of telepathy and a dose of magic-making.

Eros stringing his bow, Musei Capitolini, Rome

2. Harness made use of mythology. The character the 'vendress of love philters' plied her trade
in Via Rosa (1). She represented Cupid, the ancient Roman god of love, the counterpart of the
Greek god Eros. Cupid was a winged infant (Anna also developed wings in her transformation
into the Nightingale) with a bow and arrow. When the arrow found its target the victim found
love. Ruy had to drink of the vendress's love potion at Anna's behest which eventually worked.
In another Greek myth Aphrodite, the goddess of passion and beauty wounded herself on a thorn
of a white rose and stained the flower red with her blood, hence the red rose. Hence red as the
universal colour of sexuality.
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3. Music and mathematics are often presented as complementary. In the novella Harness uses
music as a link between the arts and the scientific branch of mathematics since music is
mysterious and digital (black notes on white paper in mathematical relationship). Hence Harness
presented music as the counterbalance to the evil of misused science.
At one point Harness used the second movement of Tchaikovsky's 6th symphony as a source of
magical power: 'So yes, this symphony is about a battle between a stubborn life-energy and
an ultimately stronger force of oblivion that ends up in a terrifying exhaustion.' (3)
4. A number of critics of The Rose thought it pretentious because of the way Harness presented
the battle royale between science and the arts. What fetid nonsense! It is a vital subject that goes
to the core of our consciousness and no less than the corpus callosum that connects the right side
of our brain to the left.
Martha Jacques in megalomaniac fervour said: 'Fools! Leave this childish nonsense and follow
me! I am Science! I am all!...In the final analysis Science means force – the ability to
control minds and bodies of men." (1) As we learn better to fiddle with our DNA, and as we
close the time gap between embryos in the laboratory and neonates in the nursery, the dystopian
science fiction novels' predictions will eventuate. It will happen with certainty and beyond our
imagination. Harness was maybe mulling this over in the shadow of the nuclear weapons and
thought that humanities should or could be an antidote to unfettered science. Scientists of the day
echoed this, Einstein amongst them.
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5. Love as an antidote to war is a well worn if soppy solution. Its effectiveness is in doubt since
we know how quickly love may become hate. The most precise antidote to war is tolerance. The
front cover of Harness's book (pictured) is of a red rose on a background of a mushrooming
nuclear explosion. The rose – as an anagram of Eros – represents love. The 1950s in America lay
between the brutality of World War Two, the Cold War, the nuclear arms race and the cruelty of
the Vietnam War. Love in all its forms will never go out of fashion - though we might wish war
would.

Flower Power, Vietnam War (by Bernie Boston), 1967
The messages
Nobody can prove that art is more vital than science. In recent centuries science appears to be on
the ascendency with is miraculous and magical advances. Science and art have always polarized
– like man and woman or the right and left sides of our brain.
After experiencing a massive left cortical hemorrhage Jill Bolte Taylor, a neuroscientist,
observed: ‘My consciousness no longer retained the discriminatory function of my
dominant analytical left brain…Without the traditional sense of my physical boundaries, I
felt that I was at one with the vastness of the universe……my consciousness dwelled in a
flow of sweet tranquility…All I could perceive was right here, right now, and it was
beautiful…Now released from that restrictive circuitry, my right hemisphere relished in its
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attachment to the eternal flow. I was no longer isolated and alone. My soul was as big as the
universe and frolicked with glee in a boundless sea…I wholeheartedly feel that the feeling
of deep inner peace is neurological circuitry located in our right brain’. (4)

Science is wonderful and ultimately as mysterious as music and the arts. This Cartesian duality
of mind and body will never be resolved in our current state of evolution. The most we can do it
to learn to live harmoniously with the two forces. Harness is worrying that science without moral
or ethical restraint may be a problem. Science in the hand of Martha Jacques cannot be relied
upon to self-regulate since it is against her nature and not part of her mandate. Harness's problem
is assuming the arts as the source of beneficial ethics. Or maybe he outguessed us and thinks that
arts by its nature, is sufficient to counterpoise science.
Harness suggested love as an antidote to the evil intentions of mad megalomaniacal scientists.
Harness then tried to understand the nature of love itself. He took two characteristics of love. The
first of self-sacrifice which replays Wilde's Nightingale; and the second, of how to love.
In both love stories, Wilde's and Harness's, we see the unpleasant side of a one-sided love. Of
carelessness of feelings, of self-absorption, of cruel insensitivity, of life wasted with no redress –
yet she who has loved even if unrequited is the stronger. Maybe Harness was saying that the
spirit is greater than the flesh. This is hardly reason to belittle the art-science tête-à-tête, by
calling it pretentious, as commentators have done.

Anna was dying and was explaining to Ruy:
''When I learn what?" he demanded. 'What did you say I had to know, to open my
wings?"...
(Anna): "One thing. The one thing…must have…to see The Rose'.
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'Rose-rose-rose!" he cried in near exasperation. 'All right, then, my dutiful Nightingale,
how long must I wait for you to make this remarkable Red Rose? I ask you, where is
it?"….
'But even as he gazed in stricken wonder, the blood-gorged wings curled slowly up and out,
enfolding the ivory breast and shoulders in blinding scarlet, like the petals of some
magnificent rose.'' (1)
Ruy Jacques understood, but too late. Ruy was trapped within himself by himself and hence did
not know how to let his wings open.
Love is about other; about letting your defences down and not holding on, narcissistically to self.
(Was this a minor critique of brother?)
Nevertheless the requiem for his brother, Billy, was that he would live forever. Anna, in her
throes saw the future, and said to Ruy: '…your associated mental mass…created a star of the
M spectral class…galaxy now two-thirds terrestrialized…" (1)
The oldest story of all, retold.
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